. In the NC sector, there are new measurements on atomic parity violation in Cs [5] and new calculations of the atomic matrix elements involved [6] , there are new results on u_,e scattering [7, 8, 9] as well as new and updated analyses of the c and b asymmetries in _f-Z interference processes at PEP and PE-TRA [10, 11, 12] . In the CC sector, new constraints are available on the universality of the lepton couplings and on the unitarlty of the quark mixing matrix, and the problem of the charm quark threshold [13] , that affects the vq CC cross section used to normalize the deep-inelastic NC experiments, has been studied in more detail. The really new input, however, comes from the large set of accurate measurements carried out at the Z-peak at LEP and SLC. Besides Mz, that is now very precisely known, the determination of the total and of the partial Z-widths and of the on-resonance forward-backward and r polarization asymmetries has provided very precise informations about the fermion couplings to the Z.
Some of these data have been recently used to update the predictions on rn_ [14] and to constrain extensions of the SM with extra U [3] . Subsequently, two of us [18] showed that the very first LEP data already improved some bounds significantly, more recently, Langacker, Luo and Mann [19] have also discussed the sensitivity to some exotic mixings that will be attained with the forseeable precision of the ongoing or planned precision electroweak experiments. 
R R
Although the matrices AtA and FtF are in principle quite general, non-vanishing oi_ diagonal terms would induce FCNC that are experimentally known to be very suppressed [3] .Hence, we will assume that differentlightmass eigenstates do not mix with the same exotic partner, in which case the absence of FCNC is automatically guaranteed. With this assumption one gets (FJF.),_ = (4) 2 6,_, a = _,R,
s)
where (,_)2 -1 -(c_)2 --sin_ 0_, and OL(R )d is the mixing angle between L(R) light and heavy partners.
Then the neutral-current couplings for the light fermlons can be written as
and we see that while the L-mixings reduce the strength of the isospin current, the presence of R-mixlngs induces a rlght-handed current. Clearly the electromagnetic current is le£tunchanged. The vector and axial-vector couplings in the presence o£ mixing are (omitting the generation index i) _,--,,.c_)+ _cs) =,_' [(4)' +(,'J] -_Q',_ (2.10) o,-,=c_)-,_cs) =,: [(o'_)' -(4)'1.
Henceforth v/ and a/ will always denote the true couplings of the light fermions including mixing terms.
The charged current between light states is --'I',,'y"(VLPL + VRPR)'I'd.
(2.11)
The first (2.12) where KL is unitary [3] . For the induced right-hemded currents, it is convenient to introduce the parameters VR,j (2.13) _ij --KL_i ' which are quadratic in the light-heavy mixings.
For the neutral fermions the situationismore complicated because in the presence of Majorana mass terms three kinds of neutral fieldswith di_erent isospin assignments can mix at the same time, and alsobecause due to the lack of experimental constraints the assumption on the absence of FCNC must be released. Besides the ordinary neutrinos that appear in L-doublets (n_), e_-)T, we can have exotic states that appear in the CP conjugates of SU(2) R-doublets _S_°+--o"_JL,_T (these can mix with n_ through AL = 4-2 Majorana mass terms) and also exotic slnglctsn_r. can be present.
In analogy with the charged fcrmlon case, wc write the weak and mass eigenstatcs For simplicity we will not consider this case, but our results are largely independent of this restriction. In conclusion we will assume the light neutrinos to be mainly ordinary states so that we will consider the elements of F and H as small light-heavy mixings.
We will chose the flavour basis such that the charged lepton flavour eigenstates where (A" A"').. = (_4" _t )°. = (c_-)' accounts for the_eutrino nght-heavy _xing
As we see, the sum over the llnaiundetected states allows us to take just one mixing angle per neutrino flavour to describe the exotic mixings, although in genera/ the matrix Ain't.4 v is not diagonal.
The weak neutral current for the light neutrino statesis
where ApA_, and F['tF_ originate respectivelyfrom the ordinary n_ and exotic n_ neutrinos that have opposite isospin assignments.
Up to mixing ei_ectsin the target,and summing again over the undetected light n_ neutrinos, the scattering process no ---* n_ is modified with respect to the norton/ ca8e
where the factor (c_')2 in the denominator comes from the normalization of the na produced in the weak decay of e_. In ( The decay rate of the Z boson into undetected neutrinos is proportional to the sum of the square of the neutrino neutral-current couplings. Using the same approximations as in the previous case we find 1) from the ratios of the partial cross sections
as measured by UA1 and UA2 [26] ;
2) from the ratios o£ the r and _ decay rates 
where we have approximated ]Knuil 2 with the experimental values IVuil _-in the coefficients of the O(s 2) terms.
Vca is determined from the di-muon production rate of charm off valence d-quarks [29] while Vc, is extracted from D,3 decays [27] . 
For the [_jl's we use the values given in ref. [27] , and the experimental constraints from unitarlty are listed in table I. 1 iii) Right handed currents 1 Recent analyses [30] have reduced the error on Vud. However, still unsettled theoretical issues concerning atomic corrections affect these conclusions [31] , so we used the more conservative values of [27] . Similar considerations apply also for Vc°. We will treat separately the v -q, u -e and the parity-vlolatlng e -q sectors.
For clarity we will only display the tree level expressions, but in our numerical computations the SM radiative corrections [33, 34] have been included as well.
i) Neutrino
-quark sector
The effective Lagranglan for the neutral current interaction of the light neutrinos with quarks is
The In this factor the numerator comes from the modified NC v-couplings while the denominator comes from the experimental normalization.
The experimental values [27] are given in ii} Neutrino -electron sector
The effective Lagrangian for the ve sector is -f-.,"_ ----._ P%,(I -O's)z,' C")'p(g_ --g_.vs)e. (3.19) The 
In table II we list the values of 9_,A that we have used. The recent CHARM II [8] results,as well as the CHARM I [7] and BNL [9] data on both v_ and _t,scattering offelectrons have allbeen included. In particular,CHARM II has measured 9_/9_t from the ratio between t,and p NC cross sections,leading to a clean measurement of ve/ae since the FI factor cancels. shell, rather clean theoretical calculations for the atomic effects are available [6] . The 
iii) Electron
where again re,! should be expressed in terms of the effective weak mixing-angle (3.26) .
For quarks, final state QCD corrections must also be included (see e.g. [40] ).
We have taken into account the bulk of the effects of QED initial-state radiation, that are known to yield large corrections, by convolvlng the e+e ---* ff differential cross sections with a suitable "radiator" kernel [41] . The convoluted complete s-dependent formulae [41] (instead of just eq. (3.29)) have then been used to fit the asymmetries. The 1-polarization asymmetry [42] has been also measured at LEP in r pair production, using the distributions of its decay products [43] . At the Z resonance this quantity reads 
ApOt

iii) tteavy flavours
For the measurement of the width of the Z decay into b quarks, different methods have been used by different collaborations. ALEPH, L3 and OPAL at LEP and MARK H at SLC [44] used high momentum and high-pT muons and/or electrons to tag the b quark, thus they measure the quantity l_b/F_ Br(b --* St X) for l = e,/_ . A value for the b-branching ratio into electrons and muons is then needed for the determination of 1_b. This branching has been measured by the L3 collaboration [45] by analysing the ratio of the events where both b's decay semileptonicsJly to the single lepton events.
The L3 measurement can be combined with the PEP and PETRA determination of Br(b --, lvX) (quoted in [45] ) to obtain a value that is largely independent of assumptions on the b neutral-current couplings since the first result is, in first order, independent of rb, and at the e.m. energies of the latter experiments weak effects contribute only a few percent to b-production'
We have used the resulting value Br(b -4 tvX) = 0.119 :t= 0.006 [45] for deriving Fb/Fh from the average of the first four measurements. The strategy adopted by DELPHI [44] in order to identify the b quarks is based on the fact that, due to the larger B-hadrons mass, a greater "sphericity" is expected for the corresponding jets. This measurement gives a further 11, 12] In our individual fits we have used the PEP/PETRA averages for ab and ae quoted in ref. [10] . In the joint analysis it is no more consistent to include these results since each axial coupling is determined while keeping the others fixed at their SM value, so in this case we have restricted our set of data by inducting only the c FB asymmetry measured with the D'-tagging technique [11, 12] . Indeed for 0. 3 (q = d, ,, 
